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THE WEEKLY  

FLIGHT 

Foundation 1: Naomi & Anika 
Foundation 2: Adam & Jaap 

Year 1: Shayan & Theo 

Year 2:  William & Seren 

Year 3: Amaima & Jia 

Year 4: Emily & Rire 

Year 5: Krish & Aaron 

Year 6: Dilveer & Merry 

WEEKLY AWARD 

COURTESY 

This week has seen schools across the country focus on children’s mental health. It is a shame that we need a week 
to focus on this as the mental health of our children should be always be the centre of attention. 

There have been some super early morning initiatives that have been shared as well as a focus in assembly. 

Finding ways to ensure children can express their feelings is so important and the best way is to encourage open 
dialogue with each other. 

We finished our half term with the Magic Breakfast and I am grateful to our school caterers Citrea for supporting 
us as we discussed the importance of a healthy breakfast with the children. Whilst we have been learning we have 
also supported those who go to school without breakfast with our Churchill fundraiser and I would like to thank 
Miss Greenin for bringing this to our attention. 

I hope you all have a good half term break. 

Kind regards 
 

Mrs Campbell 

 

GROWING TOGETHER CHINESE CELEBRATIONS 
The children have engaged so well in the range of   

activities taking place throughout Children’s Mental 

Health Week. Each day has had a focus; Mindful 

Monday, Talking Tuesday, Workout Wednesday, 

Thoughtful Thursday and Fun Friday, as well as     

having some collaborative activities between year 

groups to follow the theme of growing together and 

learning from each other. From having the            

mindfulness colouring room at lunch and Year 6   

leading exercise and playground games to learning 

‘rainbow breathing’, all the activities have had a really 

positive impact. The children at Mindfulness Club   

created some wonderful glitter emotion jars.            

Angelique in Year 2 thought so carefully about her 

colours “I’ve used green glitter to represent calm and 

pink glitter glue and food colouring to create pink  

water to represent feeling loved.” 

Foundation 2 have had a very busy week before the half 

term break looking at verbs in literacy with 'The Lonely 

Beast', and telling the time in maths,  focusing on the 

o'clock and half past.   

We looked more closely at winter creatures and how 

they manage the cold weather, continued with naming 

farm animals in Spanish, and worked on stop motion 

animation and   

introduced simple              

programming in 

ICT. 

On Friday         

everyone enjoyed 

taking part in the 

Churchill charity 

event, sharing 

breakfast in the 

hall and wearing 

their pyjamas to 

school.  



 
 

STAR OF THE WEEK 
Foundation 1: Anastasia 

Foundation 2: Krish & Hamza 

Year 1: Arnav & Ezra 

Year 2: Sofia & Mahen  

Year 3: Muhammad Faris & Maariya 

Year 4: Mannat & Zoya 

Year 5: Eva & Ava 

Year 6: Sahib & Abdullah 

RUB-A-DUB-DUB, THERE’S PEPPER 

IN MY TUB! 

IT’S GOOD TO TALK 

TEAM BUILDING 

In science, Year 2 used water, black pepper and liquid 

soap to demonstrate the importance of using soap when     

washing our hands. The water's surface represented our 

hands and the pepper represented the germs. When 

the children dipped a soapy finger into the peppery   

water, they saw first-hand how soap causes those germs 

to scatter. The children learnt how germs stick to oils 

on our hands, so we need to use soap to remove them. 

Without soap, the oils stay on our hands and the germs 

find it easier to stick!  In Year 6 this week, we have enjoyed participating in a 

range of mindfulness activities and were asked to help 

lead warm up activities in the Pre-Prep playground on 

Wednesday and to be talk partners during break time as 

part of Talking Tuesday. Year 6 were great role models 

and by the looks on the Pre-Prep children’s faces, these 

were memories that they would not forget. 

Back in the classroom, we completed our science      

investigations on light and shadow and took an in depth 

look at the River 

Thames, using     

Ordinance Survey 

Maps. 

Rayya –  I enjoyed 
making new friends 

this week. 
 

Syed – The pupils 
in Pre-Prep kept 
making me laugh. 

To support our work for Children's Mental Health 

Week, Year 5 carried out some team building activities 

so we can build on our relationships and                   

communication at school. Children were challenged to 

create shapes with their bodies, pass a hoop around a 

circle without breaking hands, and guide a blindfolded 

friend around a simple obstacle course. The children 

impressed with their problem-solving skills and made 

some really thoughtful observations about moments 

when their teamwork wasn't as good.                        

Well done, Year 5! 

 THANK YOU! 
 The boards are up!  Thank you to all that got involved 

to promote our Open Morning event and in turn help 

raise money for the school. 



 
  WONDERWALL 
What is the most challenging thing to you 

about being a child? 

Being underestimated - Lillie 4JB 

Not being able to pick my own dinner! - Vishva 5NH 

LIFE IS AN OBSTACLE 

LIFE IS AN OBSTACLE 

ONE DIRECTION  

Puffins have been learning about positional language 

this week. The children have been able to remember 

that positional language means describing where       

something is. Miss Sanyaolu has been engaging the    

children in lots of outdoor learning, in which the       

children use chairs to get themselves into different     

positions.   They also went on a Positional Language 

hunt, looking for Chester the cat with his special box, 

where the children had to describe where Chester was. 

Puffins also had a lovely visit from Theatre Bugs. The 

children enjoyed an interactive session of re-telling the 

story of The Gingerbread Man. The children were 

amazing at fulfilling the character roles and were able to 

remember all the events that took place within the     

story. 

Year 4 finally got to perform their very own Stone Age 

poems. They are poets in the making! The children 

were excellent audience participants. We evaluated 

each other's performances and celebrated what went 

well and offered one thing that could be improved. 

Their poems captured life in the Stone Age!! 

In Humanities this week, we created maps to help 

guide a hunter-gatherer to find food. We had to use 

our compass directions and instructions to locate our 

food. We were delighted to bring back food to the 

camp!  

This week we have completed our last investigation all 

to do with friction, focusing on air resistance. The 

children worked in groups to produce their own       

parachutes, using different materials to protect their 

egg! We then went to the Year 6 stairs and dropped 

them from a good height.  Year 3 were excellent       

engineers as only two eggs cracked. It was a very        

exciting experiment!  

'I found it fun because we made the parachute and 

then we dropped it' - Lavina  

'I liked it because it was fun when we went up to Year 
6 and dropped the parachute' - Amha 

'I felt really happy because it was fun.  Our parachute 
worked because our egg didn't crack!' - Maham 

REMINDER 
Second-hand uniform 

Could you please bring in any Avon House uniform in 

good condition to the school office next week.  The 

sale will take place on: 
 

Wednesday 2nd March at 3.15pm - 4.00pm 



 
 BLOW YOUR HOUSE DOWN 

Year 1 have become engrossed in The Three Little 

Pigs this week, not just with rehearsing for our         

production, but with creating their own houses in art 

and writing their own endings to the story. We have 

really enjoyed hearing their fantastic ideas and finding 

out what happens to the wolf in the end!  Both classes 

went for a walk of the local area to explore the houses 

and homes there are and they are keen to learn more 

about homes from the past next half term. 

MAGIC BREAKFAST  
This morning the entire school gathered for Churchill's 

charity day! This year we were raising money for Magic 

Breakfast, which ensures that no child is too hungry to 

learn by providing a healthy breakfast. Independent 

research found that providing a free, nutritious 'magic' 

breakfast to pupils in school boosted their reading,   

writing and maths by an average of 2 months’ progress 

per year, compared to pupils in schools with no such 

breakfast provision. The Food Foundation last year   

reported that nearly 2.3 million children were living in 

households experiencing food poverty. It was a great 

morning and the children really enjoyed having their   

breakfast altogether. It was a lot of fun and hopefully, 

we have raised a great amount for this charity so that 

they can continue their excellent work! We also heard 

from Anoushka; a nutritionist. She gave us a talk about 

the importance of breakfast and was able to answer   

interesting questions the children had such as, 'if we eat 

bread and cereal for breakfast, why don't we do that for 

lunch and dinner?' I would also like to say a big thank 

you to all the staff who helped during the morning and 

the kitchen staff who prepared all the wonderful food. 

Have a great half-term and please make sure you have 

paid your £5 so that we can raise as much money as 

possible.   Miss Greenin (Head of Churchill)  

BAKER’S DOZEN 

 The staff meeting this week 

saw a slight difference to the 

agenda, with cake making 

incorporated into the mix. 

To support Children’s   

Mental Health Week, the 

staff took part in a cupcake 

team building exercise which 

was a ‘sweet’ way to end this 

half term.   


